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CRC LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS
Leveraging our expansive global reach, CRC Logistics provides transformative, 

end-to-end supply chain solutions that adapt to fluctuations in demand,  

reduce your overhead, and grow your business. 

   

WHY CRC? INDUSTRIES

Agile and Responsive Workforce

Technology and Data Integration

Decades of Experience

Focus on Continuous Improvement

Extensive Global Network

Supply Chain Optimization 

Consumer Packaged Goods

Alcoholic Beverages

Industrial Manufacturing

Food Grade Products

Chemical



SUPPLY CHAIN 
SOLUTIONS 

CRC conducts an end-to-end 

analysis   of   your  existing supply

chain to gather a comprehensive  

understanding of your network, 

from production facilities and 

transportation routes to material 

needs and    distribution  channels.

   

Drawing from decades of industry 

knowledge and experience, we 

develop plans that eliminate the 

redundancies in your supply chain, 

decrease your transportation and 

storage costs, and mitigate risk. 

The CRC  Logistics team continuously 

evaluates your supply chain against 

industry trends and conditions. We 

provide flexible  solutions tailored to 
achieve your business objectives  

and promote your long-term growth.

BUSINESS ANALYSIS 360 OPTIMIZATION IMPLEMENTATION CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT 

Contact us today for a free analysis. 

   

CRC provides breakthrough supply chain management solutions that 

generate cost savings, drive constant efficiency, and create lasting growth. 

  

Improved Operational Efficiency

Faster Product Delivery Cycles

Full Technology Integration

Continuous Improvement

Dedicated Professionals 

Reduced Overhead

 

YOUR IMMEDIATE BENEFITS

From raw materials to retail, CRC 

matches carriers with shipments, 

coordinates inbound & outbound 

logistics, and provides secure and 

reliable warehousing  space with 

customizable  inventory control. 

1-888-800-3342Grow@CRC.Global



If your cargo is ever lost, damaged, or stolen, CRC navigates 

the maze of filing requirements, forms, and phone calls 

to get you the compensation you deserve. 

From air to ocean, rail to road, CRC matches the right 

carriers with the right shipments at the right price — so 

you can focus on your business.

Our technology detects problems in real-time so we can 

solve them in real-time.  CRC tracks your freight from 

origin to destination, enabling us to adapt to changing 

circumstances as they arise, not after the fact. 

CRC handles international shipping documentation for 

your cargo, represents your interests during customs ex-

aminations, and pays duty fees on your behalf, so your 

shipments avoid costly delays from red tape regulations. 
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REAL-TIME ANALYTICS 

CRC combines cutting edge technology with a global carrier network to provide 

transportation solutions that always deliver—across your city or across the globe.  

TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS 

SPECIALIZED CARGO

From raw materials to refrigerated goods, CRC’s in-

house resources and extensive carrier network can 

accommodate all of your cargo handling needs.

CRC monitors industry trends and switches transportation 

modes on the fly so you always get the best rates, best 
routes, and best service from your carriers.

Temporary Surges in Demand

Real-Time Monitoring 

Continuous, Repeating Routes

 

Trailers, Containers and Chassis

Flatbeds and Lowboys

Refrigerated and Bulk Tankers

TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITIES 



FACILITY CONSTRUCTIONSITE SELECTION SERVICE 

When existing facilities are unsuitable for your inventory 

or you need immediate expansion, CRC has  the resources 

to convert, design, or build a new facility that meets 

your storage and warehousing needs.

CRC’s selection team evaluates your inventory needs and 

distribution network against facility availability, rates, 

and features in order to select optimal warehousing 

locations that scale with your business. 

Research Available Listings

Negotiate Sales Agreements 

Renovate & Optimize

Facility Design + Build

 CRC provides comprehensive storage solutions with a worldwide  

      network of 60+ warehousing facilities, team of site selection 

analysts, and design, construction, and renovation experience.WAREHOUSING SOLUTIONS 

Dedicated or Shared Space  

Short or Long-term Lease

US Customs Bonded Space

Bulk and Racked Storage Options 

Specialized Storage and Handling

Site Selection Services 

      STORAGE SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY INDUSTRY

60+ 20,000,000
FACILITIES SQUARE FEET OF STORAGE



Inventory Control & Accounting

Cloud-based, Real Time Access 

Layout & Space Optimization

Picking & Order Fulfillment
Receipt & Inspection

Material Handling

Reporting

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

   

We evaluate your products, material flow, and supplier 
network to optimize your warehouse layout, save space, 

and improve turnaround time.  Using state-of-the-art 

technology, our experienced staff inspects and processes 
your inbound and outbound shipments accurately, 

quickly, and safely so your goods get where they need  

to go —on-time and error-free.

CONTRACT PACKAGING

ON DEMAND STAFFING AND STORAGE

From the refinery to the retail shelf, CRC has the skills 
and resources to optimize your product packaging from 

top to bottom.  Our bulk and retail packaging solutions 

reduce transportation and warehousing expenses while 

maximizing sales, so you can grow your business without 

raising your overhead.

                           

                         Temporary Labor

                Just-In-Time Systems

      Seasonal Accommodations

  Scale Up and Down Staffing

CRC’s flexible support team helps you evolve and respond 
to all fluctuations in consumer demand, high carrying 
costs, and just-in-time inventory systems that stretch 

your capacities.  When you need extra hands on deck to 

get your products to market, we operate as a seamless 

extension of your core business. 

Postponement Packaging

Product Assembly

Kitting & Bundling

Retail & Wholesale Labeling

Retail Displays

Point-of-Purchase Units

          Whether CRC handles a portion of your inventory or the 

     entire  stock, we provide customized inventory management  

solutions built to grow with your business needs. INVENTORY SOLUTIONS



BREAKTHROUGH LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS 

CRCSupplyChain.com 1-888-800-3342Grow@CRC.Global


